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Abstract. In today’s Internet of Things (IoT) world, we face many chal-
lenges, such as having an architecture that improves the integration of
data coming from several IoT devices and supports an efficient building of
systems able to monitor, send and process data in real time. In this sense,
we propose a model based on Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) for auto-
matic RESTful web services building in IoT systems. This paper presents
a work in progress for the development of a graphic editor and a transfor-
mation engine proposed to simplify the creation of RESTful web services
related to the operation of the IoT hardware nodes (RESTIoT). This ap-
proach semi-automatically generates Java code (which uses Spring Boot
technology) for web services and Arduino code for IoT nodes controllers.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, we have witnessed how the use of Internet has become popular
and the applications using it have grown in complexity to the point of talking
about a fourth industrial revolution [8], whose impact was envisioned by Kevin
Ashton, who introduced the term IoT in 1999 [5]. Ever since, the term IoT has
been used in many areas to refer to the ability to generate, send, store and
process information without human intervention. This development has allowed
the appearance of new application scenarios such as Smart Health, Smart Cities
and Smart Homes, among others. In addition, since the price of sensors is now
much lower than before and wireless connections have greatly improved, the
relevance of the IoT has continued growing [6]. However, the IoT is currently
affecting the functioning of the Internet at all its levels, from addressing to the
processing of information [1].

In the IoT, a trend is getting objects to communicate with each other and
collaborate with their neighbors to achieve a common goal. Due to the increase
of applications based on IoT, this communication is growing and counts a large
number of different objects, many of them interacting directly with their physi-
cal environment [7]. Therefore, ease of interaction is a key requirement for IoT



systems, it must be present in architectures that allow access to such devices [5]
(e.g., a Service-Oriented Architecture, SOA).

To improve the application development process, the availability of a lan-
guage with a concrete set of concepts specific to the IoT domain may be of
particular interest. Such a language should allow developers to define the sys-
tem so that it can be used for automatic or semi-automatic generation of code
specific to each platform. To this end, our approach combines the advantages of
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and microservices to semiautomate the gen-
eration of IoT applications. From a Domain-Specific Language (DSL), we derive
all necessary tools to achieve an IoT system consisting of a set of RESTful web
services and a database that conforms to the definition of the target devices.

There are previous studies where MDE was used to create RESTful web ser-
vices [4, 9–11]. Other research focuses on RESTful web services applied to IoT
[1–3, 5]. However, there are only a few projects that incorporate these technolo-
gies [6]. For this reason, our approach introduces a web service that is simpler
than those exhibited in previous studies (complex events, deployment in mul-
tiple platforms, security), but with the feature of being easily incorporated to
platforms commonly used in the IoT (e.g., SmartPhone, wearables, web and
DTV).

2 The RESTIoT solution

The proposed DSL (see Figure 1) consists of IoTNode elements representing an
ad-hoc node hardware abstraction for the application to be developed. These
nodes are represented as a collection of devices that may be Sensor, Actuator,
or Controller, and that can be linked to a Port of a controller. The approach
also makes it possible to define a set of attributes associated with the Web
Services and Databases. Meanwhile, each service has a set of Operations

to access the resources created in the databases. The implementation of these

Fig. 1. DSL for the construction of RESTful web services in IoT systems.



operations is built from Properties (in the traditional manner: name, type and
value) that can have type Devices (i.e., Sensor, Actuator and Controller) and
properties that are associated with the service. These services are then accessed
by the associated node or another client through a provided Path.

The defined DSL allows the creation of software tools that can be later used
by developers of IoT applications. In our case, we have developed two tools
according to the semantics of this DSL. The first consists of a graphical editor
created with Sirius, in which a tool palette is provided to model IoT scenarios
(see Figure 2). The second software tool defined compliant with the DSL is a
transformation engine, implemented in Acceleo, which allows model-to-text
(M2T) transformations to generate code for both the client and the server sides.
For the client node, Arduino code is generated, and for the service, Java code
is created in the framework of Spring Boot technology, because it reduces the
amount of code necessary for the configuration, which is better suited to Acceleo.
In Listing 1, we show a piece of code that is generated from the tool for a web
service that allows querying node information stored in a database.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has proposed a solution for the IoT systems creation. To achieve this
goal, we have developed two tools using MDE techniques: a graphical editor and

Fig. 2. Partial view of the graphic editor to model IoT scenarios.

1 @GetMapping ( "/ devices /{ id }" )
2 public ResponseEntity<IoT> getIoTById (
3 @PathVariable ( value = " id " ) Long id ) {
4 return new ResponseEntity (
5 i o tRepo s i t o r i o . f indById ( id ) , HttpStatus .OK) ;
6 }

Listing 1. Fragment of sample code of a generated web service.



an M2T transformation engine. The approach allows developers to define the
system using a graphical tool that allows them to describe the structure of IoT
nodes and their links with web services. As a result, we get a semi-automatic
process for Java code generation using Spring Boot technology for RESTful web
services and Arduino code for the deployment of IoT nodes.

For future work, the following lines of research have been identified: a) extend-
ing the DSL to include security issues in web services, b) improve the interop-
erability between the IoT nodes incorporating publish-subscribe standards, and
c) conduct performance testing of the services and usability testing of the tools.
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